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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0344718A1] Comprises a framing constituted by two parts coupled to each other and consisting in each of its halves of a rectangular
frame having a cross bar (32, 33) and a pair of angular supporting legs (5, 6), effecting a connection of the parts by the longitudinal bars, and one
of the parts forming a head portion defined by an inclination of the end portion of each of its longitudinal bars. The coupling of the two halves of the
framing is effected by means of an insert element (9) protruding from the end of each half-portion of the longitudinal bars and the tubular termination
of the end of the corresponding half-portion of the longitudinal bars of the other part. The longitudinal bars of the frame have linear and parallel
edges adapted for the connection of curved transverse slat members (13) thereto functioning as supports. The sides of the frame have a plurality
of openings (14) for the insertion of elastic holding cords of a rectangular piece of resistant cloth which is permanently tensioned. The structure
of the framing is reinforced by an internal armature in form of a rectangular U, and the angular supporting legs comprise wear resistant protective
garnishments (15) in the zones engaging ground. An inclineable and removable back-rest (16) constituted by a support in form of a rectangular U is
pivotally coupled by its ends (17, 18) to the longitudinal bars of the framing and comprise means (22) for fixing the desired inclination.
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